Name of interviewee:
2. Organisation and position:
3. Date and time:
Part B: Model interpretation Please take some time to familiarise yourself with the maps of the East of England provided, if you have not already done so. This includes maps displaying predicted relative landscape densities of five deer species present in this region and one plain map.
4. Using the matrix below, please rate the predicted relative landscape densities for each deer species, looking at the region as a whole. Please tick one box in each column representing a species. This rating should be based on how accurately the modelled patterns represent current relative landscape deer densities in this region according to your knowledge. When looking again at the maps for each deer species, you will notice in the legend that each relative density has an associated number from 0 to 5 representing each density class.
Rating
9. Bearing in mind that the relative density classes reflect variations in deer density across the whole of the East of England, for each species map, can you please examine the landscape squares with which you are familiar (in which you identified in part C) and decide whether you agree with the density class for each square. Remember that these density classes represent relative landscape densities of deer and are therefore not associated with any particular site within the square but represent the average density over the whole square.
If you disagree with the density class allocated to a particular landscape square, could you please alter the square in question by writing your preferred density number in that square. For example, if there is a 10 km square which is shaded with a colour representing the density class of 0 but your opinion is that it should have a density class of 3, please place a 3 in that square on the map. Please feel free to alter any square in which you do not agree with on each species map, either by increasing or decreasing the deer density class.
Part E: Conservation impacts at the landscape scale 10. Are you aware of any specific sites or areas in which deer are having a significant negative or positive impact on biodiversity conservation?
11. If possible, could you please specify in which way deer are having a significant negative or positive impact on biodiversity conservation. 13. Are there any specific sites or areas, to your knowledge, where there has been any attempt to co-ordinate deer management across sites with different ownerships at a landscape scale? Please list these sites or squares in the table below, and also indicate the stakeholders involved, the mechanism by which the co-ordinated management takes place, and the extent to which this approach to management has been successful in reducing conflicts between stakeholders using a 1-6 scale, where 1 is extremely unsuccessful and 6 is extremely successful.
Site 10 km squares Stakeholders Mechanisms Success rating
